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How to ….. Track a Referral on NHS e-Referral Service  

 
NHS e-Referral Service enables practices to track their referrals and identify the 
status of the UBRN.  Ensure you are logged onto NHS e-Referral Service. 
 
*This is what you will see Web-based. 
 
1. Click on the Patient Tab 
 

 
 
2. You can search for your patient by using their NHS number, UBRN number or 
their demographics. Click in the circle next to your preferred method of searching, an 
orange dot will appear to show you have successfully selected your search option.  
 

 
 
3. Type in your search criteria in the box provided and then click Search 
 
 

 
 
The patient’s demographic details will appear. 
 
4.  Below the patient demographics, a list or UBRN’s relating to your patient will 
appear.  
 
This list will include: 
 
 UBRN’s with past appointments 
 UBRN’s with future appointments 
 Un-booked UBRN’s 
 Defer to Provider 
 Cancelled UBRN’s 
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5. To check that DRSS have successfully received the patient’s referral 
 
You can see which UBRN’s you have sent to DRSS by clicking on the UBRN 
number   - a box will appear if you select Actions and View History you can see what 
has happened so far with the UBRN. 
 
Once the referral letter has been received and reviewed, DRSS create an onward 
referral UBRN in order to book an appointment with the patient’s chosen provider.  
These UBRN’s are linked in NHS e-Referral Service.  The Patient Choice Facilitator 
will create this onward referral UBRN when the referral letter has been attached. 
 
 
6.  To find out where and when a Patient’s has an appointment booked. 
 
When an appointment is booked by DRSS, the patient’s chosen provider’s 
appointment date and time will show on NHS e-Referral Service.  To view this, you 
need to select the UBRN and click on Actions and View Appointment, selecting the 

Related Referrals button  at the bottom of the page. 
 
Under the Related Referral Summary, you will see Appointment Details you will be 
able to see the Service Name and Provider the patient has chosen, and the date and 
time of the appointment.  Also included is any instructions to the patient.  
 

 
 

 

 


